Pc-Check ® Windows ® Computer
Diagnostic Software
Pc-Check Windows provides an entire new set of tools and applications.
Fully compatible with Windows 10 and UEFI hardware, components are
reliably validated in the environment in which they are used.
Reliable hardware tests you can count on.
Developing intricate computer diagnostic software – because other hardware tests
miss them completely – Pc-Check Windows is NEW and its indispensable. Count on a

continued flow of reliable test results whether building, installing, supporting or
servicing computers. Pc-Check Windows now offers greater support for testing
multiple devices under the latest Microsoft operating systems.

Product Announcement
Diagnostics out of date? Other
products not meeting your
demands? Call us now for
competition beating pricing. visit
our website to order Pc-Check
Windows packs at any time (Call
direct for a variety of site licenses,
competitor discounts are our
pleasure.)

Eurosoft has helped to find millions of computer failures since 1980. No exaggeration!

Pc-Check® Windows® features

Benefits for You

NEW NVMe test group

Test the latest high speed SSD
drives, typically found in a server
environment, using high–bandwidth
Non-Volatile Memory Express bus
technology.

NEW battery life and charge
tests

Identify worn and faulty batteries by
testing the current charge level, and
comparing the estimated charge
capacity against the manufactured
charge capacity for battery life
degradation.

Enhanced hard drive monitoring

Updated monitoring of disk health
status including running temperature
and S.M.A.R.T. attributes, which can
help you anticipate hard drive failures
and prevent data loss.

Enhanced processor testing

Keep your testing up to date with
support added for the latest
Skylake-X, Kaby Lake-X, and Ryzen
processors from Intel and AMD.

Enhanced scripting settings

Provides more flexibility on how
skipped and aborted tests are
recorded and presented in testing
reports.

Upgrading from QA+WIN™ to the latest
version of Pc-Check Windows keeps your
hardware testing methods current.
Upgrades and technical support are
provided to you automatically for one year.
Check out features included in past
updates at www.eurosoft-uk.com

Latest Hardware Support


Intel Skylake-X and Kaby Lake-X processors



AMD Ryzen Threadripper, Ryzen 5, and Ryzen 3 processors
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